Mystery Science is a unique, NGSS-aligned science curriculum for grades K-5 designed to help students stay curious. Mystery Guides lead engaging, open-and-go lessons with step-by-step hands-on activities exploring scientific phenomena using common classroom items.
Mystery Science is "open-and-go" for teachers

- **One-click access for teachers**
  Receive a magic link to access your membership – one click, and you are in. Students do not log in to Mystery Science, so no rostering needed!

- **Open-and-go! No extra PD needed**
  Mystery Science is intuitive and easy to use. Just log in through DE or go through the Mystery site. Then, select a lesson and teach hands-on, standards-based science in minutes!

- **Multi-lingual support**
  Access videos, activities, and printables in Spanish. Toggle on/off as needed.

**Usage = impact!** Did you know that Mystery Science is the most widely used K-5 science resource in the United States? Check out this report from the Rand Corporation’s American Instructional Resources survey.